Prize List 2019
Binney Prize
For the highest scholarship in the Sixth Form
Spencer Warren Dellenbaugh
Drury Prize
For excellence in art
Jiarui (Simon) Li
Howe Prize
For excellence in graphic arts
Sunjae Lee
Architecture Prize
William Morgan Hill-Edgar
Camera Prize
Naitian (Tony) Wang
The Class of 1978 Music Prize
Awarded to the student who through personal effort
has inspired the musical life of the school
Claire Frances Leamon
Instrumental Music Prize
Awarded to the student whose talents, dedication and leadership
have contributed most to the instrumental program of the school
Clayton Gregory Carter
Hyunseok (Ethan) Jeong
Choir Prize
William Morgan Hill-Edgar
Wood Dramatics Prize

For the student whose abilities and efforts
have contributed most to the theater at St. George’s
William Morgan Hill-Edgar
Prescott Bible and Theology Prize
Charlotte Hadley Maerov
Logan Prize for English
Timofey Pozhitkov
Pell Award for United States History
Brinley Gray Burdick
Dartmouth College Alumni History Prize
Christopher Thompson Elwell
Evans Spanish Prize
Natalie Louise Huschle
Rives French Prize
Isabelle Hunter Kitchel
Chinese Prize
Awarded to a student who has demonstrated consistently high performance in the study of
Mandarin Chinese and shown a genuine interest in the Chinese language
and culture while at St. George’s
Buseoung Joshua Kwon
King Medal
For excellence in Latin
Charles Reycroft
Rensselaer Prize
Awarded to a member of the fifth form for outstanding achievement
in mathematics and science
Seeun (Judy) Jeong
Edgar Prize in Mathematics
Wanyan (Vivian) Li

Physics Prize
Wanyan (Vivian) Li
Robinson Chemistry Prize
Ani Judith Ayvazian-Hancock
Jacoby Biology Prize
Seeun (Judy) Jeong
The Ramsing Prize
For excellence in Marine and Environmental Biology
Madeline Rose Colbert Muetterties
George D. Donnelly Athletic Award
Awarded to a girl and boy who, in the opinion of the Headmaster and the Athletic Director,
possess a passion for athletics and who demonstrate the dedication and the sportsmanship to
succeed in a variety of athletic endeavors
Alexandra Jane Chicharro
Michael Wilton Gutierrez
Pullins Family Cup
Awarded to a girl of the sixth form whose steady devotion to the high ideals of good
sportsmanship has been an inspiration to her fellow students
Qinwen Rachel Lu
Thayer Cup
Awarded to a boy of the sixth form whose steady devotion to the high ideals of good
sportsmanship has been an inspiration to his fellow students
Jackson Patrick Rockett
Louise Elliot Cup
Awarded to a sixth-form girl for excellence in athletics and for promoting the spirit of hard,
clean play
Peyton Higgins Mulhern
Samuel Powel Cup
Awarded to a sixth-form boy for excellence in athletics and for promoting the spirit of hard,
clean play
Liam Michael Malsey

Dean Scholarship
In memory of Charles Maitland Dean, Senior Prefect 1968, killed in Laos in 1974. Given by his
family and friends, and awarded for the Sixth Form year to a boy or girl who has
demonstrated a concern for the community, the ability to lead,
and a sense of civic responsibility
Chyra Williams
Conrad Young Prize
To a member of the fifth form who has contributed significantly to the school's efforts to
become a more diverse, respectful community
Chyra Williams
Centennial Prize
Established in the school's centennial year. Awarded to a boy and girl of the graduating class
who have made extraordinary and inspirational contributions
to the school
Charlotte Hadley Maerov
Jackson Patrick Rockett
Allen Prize
To a member of the fourth form who during the year, in the opinion of the faculty, has
maintained a high standard in all departments of the life of the school
Amelia Day Jessop
Harvard and Radcliff Clubs of Rhode Island Prize
For the student of the fifth form whom the Headmaster and the faculty deem most worthy
in scholarship, effort and character
Zoe Marie Petrovas
The Jefferys Prize
Given in memory of Cham Jefferys to the Sixth Former who in the opinion of the faculty has
done the most to enhance the moral and intellectual climate of the school
Spencer Warren Dellenbaugh
Phelps Montgomery Frissell Prize
Awarded to the member of the Sixth Form who, in the opinion of the faculty, has made the
best use of his or her talents
Naitian Wang

Head of School’s Award
Presented to a member of the sixth form in recognition of his or her
faithful devotion to the school and its mission
Molly Ann Maccormick
Megan Spaulding Grimes
St. George's Medal
Awarded to the member of the sixth form who, in the opinion of the faculty, through effort,
character, athletics and scholarship during the year has best caught and expressed the ideals
and spirit of St. George's
Peyton Higgins Mulhern

